THE UNITS THAT SET THE STANDARD IN HIGH PRODUCTION ABRASIVE BLASTING AND VACUUMING

The potential cleaning system achieves levels of output and efficiency that are unprecedented in the industry. The S Series Super Units now allow more square feet of work than any other recycling unit in history.

S series

- 4,300 or 5,500 CFM 28” High Vacuums
- Nine Nozzle Continuous Blasting System
- Nine Jets of Abrasive Storage
- Dual Air Drying System with Desiccant Dryers
- Non-Component Cleaning System
- Single Stage Air Wash with Separate Bag House

- 5,600 or 7,000 CFM 36” High Vacuums
- Six Nozzle Continuous Blasting System
- Two Jets of Abrasive Storage
- Dual Air Drying System with Desiccant Dryers
- Six Component Cleaning System
- Six Stage Air Wash with Separate Bag House

- 3,800 or 5,500 CFM 28” High Vacuums
- Four Nozzle Continuous Blasting System
- Two Jets of Abrasive Storage
- Overhead 4” Air Drying System with Desiccant Dryers
- Six Component Cleaning System
- Single Stage Air Wash with Separate Bag House

- 2,500 CFM 28” High Vacuums
- Two Nozzle Continuous Blasting System
- 10 Jets of Abrasive Storage
- 4” Air Drying System with Desiccant Dryers
- Five Component Cleaning System
- Single Stage Air Wash with Separate Bag House
HEAVY DUTY, HIGH PRODUCTION ABRASIVE BLASTING UNITS IN A COMPACT SIZE

C series

Our C Series offers all the versatility, features, and quality you expect. Purpose built for blasting and power-paced work.

C4hd

- Heavy Duty
- 5,800 CFM, 28" High Vacuum
- Four Nozzle Continuous Blasting
- Twenty-Five Barrels of Cleaning Agent Storage
- 4" Air Drying System with Desiccant Dryer

C2

- 2,600 CFM, 28" High Vacuum
- Two or Four Nozzle Continuous Blasting
- Eleven Barrels of Cleaning Agent Storage
- 3" Air Drying System with Desiccant Dryer

C4

- 2,600 CFM, 28" High Vacuum
- Two Nozzle Continuous Blasting
- Eleven Barrels of Cleaning Agent Storage
- 3" Air Drying System with Desiccant Dryer

C4

- 1,200 CFM, 28" High Vacuum
- Two Nozzle Continuous Blasting
- Five Barrels of Cleaning Agent Storage
- Complete Air Drying System with Desiccant Dryer
- Multiple Power Tool Operation
STACKABLE INTERMODAL ARS RECYCLING SYSTEMS

Purpose built for the stringent demands of the marine industry.

RDT / RDU
Self-contained, stand-alone vacuum trailer that can assist your recycling units during long vacuum intervals. The VT5200 can be used separately to vacuum directly into its own holding tank.

VT5200 (VacTrailer)
Rapid deployment trucks and trailers for cleaning and painting of bridges with aluminum grating work deck platforms. Safety support ladders and platforms while the hydraulically powered augers remove abrasive debris.
DC series
Dust Collectors

THE GOLD STANDARD IN MOBILE DUST COLLECTION

Our "low-drag" design places the greatest air flow at the end of the dust collection hose. With a reinforced frame and rugged construction, it thrives in the toughest environments.

DC9
- 800 CFM @ 1'-avg
- 2 @ 30° Rear Inlets
- Class "C" Spark Resistant Fan
- Diesel or Electric
- Park Paddles

DC20
- 26,000 CFM @ 16'-avg
- 20 Trailer
- 2 @ 30° Rear Inlets
- Class "C" Spark Resistant Fan
- Diesel or Electric

DC28
- 36,054 CFM @ 16'-avg
- 30 Trailer
- 2 @ 30° Rear Inlets
- Class "C" Spark Resistant Fan
- Diesel or Electric

DC45
- 45,000 CFM @ 15'-avg
- 28 Trailer
- 2 @ 30° Rear Inlets
- Class "C" Spark Resistant Fan
- Diesel or Electric

DC60
- 60,000 CFM @ 15'-avg
- 27 @ 30° Inlets
- Dual Wheel Fan
- Class "C" Spark Resistant Fan
- Diesel or Electric

DC51
- 5,000 CFM @ 16'-avg
- 31 Trailer
- 2 @ 30° Inlets
- 2 Rear Inlets
- Dual Wheel Unit
- Pneumatic 2-Way Valve
- Pneumatic Paddles for Fold and Lock Mobility
The unparalleled quality of ARS equipment is matched with world class customer service and support.

Our modern facilities include 24,000 sq. ft. of heavy fabricating and assembly areas including four 10-ton overhead cranes.

- An expanded parts department insures that critical parts and components will always be in stock.
- Staff of qualified service technicians can troubleshoot over the phone 24/7.
- Our service department is supported by four fully equipped service vehicles.
- With a single phone call, we will dispatch an experienced service technician promptly to your site.

PARTS
PHONE: 206.326.8770 ext. 200
EMAIL: parts@arsprinting.com

24 HOUR SERVICE
PHONE: 206.326.8770
EMAIL: customer@arsprinting.com
MOBILE: 330.390.3730